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In her newest book, In Their Voices Black Americans on Transracial Adoption, Rhonda Roorda takes a step many of those involved in transracial adoption should take that is to ask black people what they think about this controversial subject. Many proponents of transracial adoption claim that American society is increasingly becoming color blind, while many proponent of transracial adoption claim that American society is increasingly becoming color blind. Roorda’s transracial adoptee takes a step many of those involved in transracial adoption should take that is to ask black people what they think about this controversial subject. In Their Voices Black Americans on Transracial Adoption was written from a place of love and support for fostered and adopted children of color raised in white homes, white adoptive parents, nonadopted siblings, extended family members, and the ever-growing transracial adoption community in the United States. My intention is that this book will reach policy makers, researchers, and practitioners in the fields of social work and clinical therapy and communities of color as well as the broader society.

This book will reach policy makers, researchers, and practitioners in the fields of social work and clinical therapy and communities of color as well as the broader society. Roorda elaborates on that finding specifically studying the effects of the adoption of black and biracial children by white parents.
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In Their Voices Black Americans on Transracial Adoption is an unedited look at how black Americans both adopted and not view adoption by white families adopting black or biracial children. A straightforward and very eye-opening book for white families adopting black or biracial children, it provides a lot of adoption.

This book will reach policy makers, researchers, and practitioners in the fields of social work and clinical therapy and communities of color as well as the broader society. Roorda elaborates on that finding specifically studying the effects of the adoption of black and biracial children by white parents.